Storage Solutions for Digital Cinema


• Over 400,000+ units in the field

• SATA 6Gb/s compatible (carrier & receiving frame)

• USB 3.0/SATA (adapter boot move dock)

• Rugged steel construction for ultimate drive protection

• Compatible with all drive manufacturers and capacities

• 25,000 insertion rating between the carrier, frame and USB/SATA Move Dock

• OS Independent
The CRU-DataPort DX115 Digital Cinema RAX products are proprietary, high quality JBOD storage solutions built specifically for use in d-cinema ingestion or duplication applications. These products offer the installation of 2, 4 or 8 - DX115 DC SATA Carriers.

- Constructed of high quality, lightweight steel/aluminum
- Each rack boasts our new unique “Auto Start” feature allowing the DX115 drive carriers to be automatically powered up seconds after installation without having to push the on/off button on each drive bay. The on/off button may be used to power down the drive for safe removal
- Choice of USB2.0/FW800, eSATA (3Gb/s) Port Multipliers, eSATA (6Gb/s) Point to Point or 8088 (6Gb/s) Mini SAS - external host connections
- Extremely efficient cooling
- Ultra quiet